INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to define and study a notion of orientability in the Heisenberg sense (H-orientability) for the Heisenberg group H n . There exist many references for an introduction about the Heisenberg group; here we use, for example, parts of [4] , [6] , [9] and [10] . The Heisenberg group H n , n ě 1, is the p2n`1q-dimensional manifold R 2n`1 with a non-Abelian group product and the Carnot-Carathéodory distance. Such a group has two important automorphisms playing a role in its geometry: left translations and anisotropic dilations. Additionally, the Heisenberg group is a Carnot group of step 2 with Lie algebra h " h 1 ' h 2 . The horizontal layer h 1 has a standard orthonormal basis of left invariant vector fields, X j " B x j´1 2 y j B t and Y j " B y j`1 2 x j B t for j " 1, . . . , n, which hold the core property that rX j ,Y j s " B t ": T for each j. T alone spans the second layer h 2 and is called the vertical direction. By definition, the horizontal subbundle changes inclination at every point, allowing movement from any point to any other point following only horizontal paths; this allows to define the Carnot-Carathéodory distance d cc , measured along curves whose tangent vector fields are horizontal. An equivalent standard distance in H n is the Korányi distance. The topological dimension of the Heisenberg group is 2n`1, while its Hausdorff dimension with respect to the Carnot-Carathéodory and Korányi distances is 2n`2; such difference hints to the existence of a natural cohomology called Rumin cohomology (see Rumin [16] ), whose behaviour is significantly different from the standard de Rham one (see also [5] ). Another consequence of the dimensional difference is the existence of surfaces regular in the Heisenberg sense but fractal in the Euclidean sense (see Kirchheim and Serra Cassano [12] ). In the second part of the paper we discuss the notion of H-regularity for low dimensional and low codimensional surfaces in the Heisenberg group (see Franchi, Serapioni and Serra Cassano [8] and [9] ), which, in the codimensional case, requires the surface to be locally the level set of a function with non-vanishing horizontal gradient. The points where such gradient is null are called characteristic (see, for instance, Balogh [1] and Magnani [13] ) and cannot be part of a H-regular surface. After that, we analyse the behaviour of a specific Möbius Strip M Ď H 1 and find a subset Ă M Ď M that is a 1-codimensional C 1 -Euclidean surface with no characteristic points (Cp Ă Mq " ∅) and non-orientable in the Euclidean sense:
Proposition (2.6). The Möbius strip M contains at most one characteristic pointp and so there exists a 1-codimensional C 1 -Euclidean surface Ă M Ď M such thatp R Ă M, Ă M is still non-orientable in the Euclidean sense and Cp Ă Mq " ∅.
In particular Ă M is a 1-codimensional H-regular surface which is non-orientable in the Euclidean sense (this is done in Subsection 2.2). The idea is to consider a Möbius strip surface M which is 1-codimensional in H 1 and C 1 -Euclidean; given this surface, we check the existence of its characteristic points, meaning those points where M fails to respect the H-regularity condition. For 1-codimensional C 1 -Euclidean surfaces with no characteristic points we give a new definition of orientability (H-orientability) as follows:
Definition (2.13). Consider a 1-codimensional C 1 -Euclidean surface S Ď H n with CpSq " ∅. We say that S is H-orientable (or orientable in the Heisenberg sense) if there exists a continuous global 1-vector field n H "
As expected, such definition is invariant under left translations τ q p " q˚p and the anisotropic dilations δ r px, y,tq " prx, ry, r 2 tq for H-regular 1-codimensional surfaces. Lastly we show that, for regular enough surfaces, H-orientability implies orientability in the Euclidean sense, while the other direction requires more hypotheses: One of the reasons behind this study is the important role that orientability plays in the theory of currents. Standard theory of currents requires orientability for certain surfaces although, in Riemannian geometry, there exists a notion of currents for surfaces that are not necessarily orientable (see, for instance, Morgan [14] ). In the Heisenberg group, H-regular H-orientable surfaces can still be associated to currents, but it was not known whether it was meaningful to study a second notion for not necessarily orientable surfaces. We have shown that it is indeed a meaningful task.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce the Heisenberg group H n , its structure as a Carnot group and the standard bases of vector fields and differential forms in H n . Then we mention the standard Korányi and Carnot-Carathéodory distances. There exist many good references for an introduction on the Heisenberg group; we follow mainly sections 2.1 and 2.2 in [9] and section 2.1.3 and 2.2 in [6] .
1.1. The Heisenberg Group H n . Definition 1.1. The n-dimensional Heisenberg Group H n is defined as H n :" pR 2n`1 ,˚q, where˚is the product
with x, y, x 1 , y 1 P R n , t,t 1 P R and J "ˆ0 I ń I n 0˙.
It is common to write x " px 1 , . . . , x n q P R n . Furthermore, with a simple computation of the matrix product, we immediately have that px, y,tq˚px 1 , y 1 ,t 1 q :"¨x`x 1 , y`y 1 ,t`t 1`1 2 n ÿ j"1`x j y 1 j´y j x 1 j˘‚ .
One can verify that the Heisenberg group H n is a Lie group, meaning that the internal operations of product and inverse are both differentiable. In the Heisenberg group H n there are two important groups of automorphisms; the first one is the left translation
and the second one is the (1-parameter) group of the anisotropic dilations δ r , with r ą 0:
δ r : H n Ñ H n , px, y,tq Þ Ñ prx, ry, r 2 tq.
Left Invariance and Horizontal
Structure on H n . The standard basis of vector fields in the Heisenberg group H n gives it the structure of Carnot group. By duality, we also introduce its standard basis of differential forms. ' % X j :" B x j´1 2 y j B t for j " 1, . . ., n, Y j :" B y j`1 2 x j B t for j " 1, . . ., n, T :" B t .
One can observe that tX 1 , . . ., X n ,Y 1 , . . . ,Y n , T u becomes tB x 1 , . . ., B x n , B y 1 , . . . , B y n , B t u at the neutral element. Another easy observation is that the only non-trivial commutators of the vector fields X j ,Y j and T are rX j ,Y j s " T for j " 1, . . . , n.
This immediately tells that all the higher-order commutators are zero and that the Heisenberg group is a Carnot group of step 2. Indeed we can write its Lie algebra h as h " h 1 ' h 2 , with h 1 " spantX 1 , . . . , X n ,Y 1 , . . .,Y n u and h 2 " spantT u. Conventionally one calls h 1 the space of horizontal and h 2 the space of vertical vector fields. The vector fields tX 1 , . . . , X n ,Y 1 , . . . ,Y n u are homogeneous of order 1 with respect to the dilation δ r , r P R`, i.e., X j p f˝δ r q " rX j p f q˝δ r and Y j p f˝δ r q " rY j p f q˝δ r , where f P C 1 pU, Rq, U Ď H n open and j " 1, . . . , n. On the other hand, the vector field T is homogeneous of order 2, i.e.,
It is not a surprise, then, that the homogeneous dimension of H n is Q " 2n`2. The vector fields X 1 , . . ., X n ,Y 1 , . . .,Y n , T form an orthonormal basis of h with a scalar product x¨,¨y. In the same way, X 1 , . . . , X n ,Y 1 , . . . ,Y n form an orthonormal basis of h 1 with a scalar product x¨,¨y H defined purely on h 1 . Sometimes it will be useful to consider all the elements of the basis of h with one symbol; to do so, we write $ ' & ' % W j :" X j for j " 1, . . . , n, W n`j :" Y j for j " 1, . . . , n, W 2n`1 :" T. In the same way, the point px 1 , . . ., x n , y 1 , . . . , y n ,tq will be denoted as pw 1 , . . ., w 2n`1 q. Definition 1.3. Consider the dual space of h, Ź 1 h, which inherits an inner product from h. By duality, one can find a dual orthonormal basis of covector fields tω 1 , . . . , ω 2n`1 u in Ź 1 h such that xω j |W k y " δ jk , for j, k " 1, . . . , 2n`1, where W k is an element of the basis of h. Such covector fields are differential forms in the Heisenberg group.
The orthonormal basis of Ź 1 h is given by tdx 1 , . . ., dx n , dy 1 , . . . , dy n , θ u, where θ is called contact form and is defined as
px j dy j´y j dx j q.
As for the vector fields, we can call all forms by the same name as: $ ' & ' % θ j :" dx j for j " 1, . . ., n, θ n`j :" dy j for j " 1, . . ., n, θ 2n`1 :" θ .
In particular θ j is always the dual of W j , for all j " 1, . . . , 2n`1.
Note that one can introduce the Heisenberg group H n with a different approach and define it as a contact manifold. A contact manifold is a manifold with a contact structure, meaning that its algebra h has a 1-codimensional subspace Q that can be written as the kernel of a non-degenerate 1-form, which is then called contact form. The just-defined θ satisfy all these requirements and is indeed the contact form of the Heisenberg group, while Q " h 1 . The non-degeneracy condition is θ^dθ ‰ 0, which is verified. Definition 1.4. We define the sets of k-dimensional vector fields and differential forms, respectively, as:
and
The same definitions can be given for h 1 and produce the spaces Ź k h 1 and Ź k h 1 .
Next we give the definition of Pansu differentiability for maps between Carnot groups G and G 1 . After that, we state it in the special case of G " H n and G 1 " R.
We call a function h : pG,˚, δ q Ñ pG 1 ,˚1, δ 1 q homogeneous if hpδ r ppqq " δ 1 r phppqq for all r ą 0. Definition 1.6 (see [15] and 2.10 in [9] ). Consider two Carnot groups pG,˚, δ q and pG 1 ,˚1, δ 1 q.
uniformly for p in compact subsets of U .
Consider again a function f : 
or, equivalently,
Notation 1.9 (see 2.12 in [9] ). Sets of differentiable functions can be defined with respect to the P-differentiability. Consider U Ď H n open, then ‚ C 1 H pU, H n q is the vector space of continuous functions f : U Ñ H n such that the P-differential d H f is continuous.
Given the notation above we have:
To conclude this part, we define the Hodge operator which, given a vector field, returns a second one of dual dimension and orthogonal to the first.
where˚V I :" p´1q σ pIq V I˚, and, for 1 ď i 1 ď¨¨¨ď i k ď 2n`1, 
ORIENTABILITY
In this section we first discuss the notion of H-regularity for low dimension and low codimension surfaces in the Heisenberg group; this work was inspired by the research of Bruno Franchi, Raul Serapioni and Francesco Serra Cassano [9] . Then we analyse the behaviour of a Möbius Strip in H 1 and find a 1-codimensional C 1 -Euclidean subset with no characteristic points and non-orientable in the Euclidean sense. This subset is, in particular, a 1-codimensional H-regular surface non-orientable in the Euclidean sense. Next, we introduce and characterise the notion of orientability in the Heisenberg sense (Horientability), which, as one would expect, is invariant under left translations and anisotropic dilations for H-regular 1-codimensional surfaces. Lastly, we show that, for regular enough surfaces, H-orientability implies Euclidean-orientability. As a consequence, we conclude that non-H-orientable H-regular surfaces exist in H 1 .
2.1.
H-regularity in H n . We state here the definitions of H-regularity for low dimension and low codimension. Then we proceed to define normal and tangent vector fields and characteristic points. 
0u. We will almost always work with the codimensional definition, that is, the surfaces of higher dimension. If a surface is H-regular, it is natural to associate to it, locally, a normal and a tanget vector field: Definition 2.3. Consider a H-regular k-codimensional surface S and p P S. Then the (horizontal) normal k-vector field n H,p is defined as n H,p :"
In a natural way, the tangent p2n`1´kq-vector field t H,p is defined as the dual of n H,p : Hence, from now on, we may consider a C 1 -Euclidean 1-codimensional surface without further specifications on the dimension.
Proof. Consider first dim H cc S " 2n`1. The Hausdorff dimension of S with respect to the Euclidean distance is equal to the dimension of the tangent plane, which is well defined everywhere by hypothesis; hence such dimension is an integer. By theorems 2.4-2.6 in [3] or by [2] (for H 1 only) and with k " dim H E S, one has that:
The second inequality says that 2n`1 " dim H cc S ď k`1, meaning 2n ď k. Then the only possible cases are k " 2n and k " 2n`1.
Next, if k ă 2k´2n (so k ą 2n), on one side the only possibility becomes k " 2n`1. On the other side, k is also strictly less than maxtk, 2k´2nu " 2k´2n, which must be less than or equal to dim H cc S:
which is impossible. Then 2k´2n ď k, meaning k ď 2n. So the only possibility is k " 2n.
On the other hand, if we consider a C 1 -Euclidean surface S Ď R 2n`1 with dim H E S " 2n (an hypersurface in the Euclidean sense), then it follows (see page 64 in [1] or by [11] ) that dim H cc S " 2n`1. Call Npr, sq " N 1 pr, sqX` N 2 pr, sqY` N 3 pr, sqT the normal vector field of M. Such vector is given by the cross product of the two tangent vector fields γ r and γ s . Specifically: 
with z " cos`r 2˘, r P r0, 2πq and s P r´w, ws.
Proof of Proposition 2.6. To find pairs of parameters pr, sq corresponding to characteristic points we have to impose # N 1 pr, sq " 0, N 2 pr, sq " 0.
A computation shows that N 1 pr, sq " 0 only at the points pxpr, sq, ypr, sq,tpr, sqq with
Evaluating these possibilities on N 2 pr, sq " 0, another computation (see E.6 and E.7 in [5] ) shows that the system t N 1 pr, sq " 0; N 2 pr, sq " 0u is verified only by the pair
which corresponds to the pointp " px,ȳ,tq "´1 2´b´R`1 4 , 0, 0¯:
" rR`s cosp r 2 qs cos r " R`´2 R`1´?´4R`1 2 " 1´?´4R`1 2 " 1 2´b´R`1 4 ą 0 y " rR`s cosp r 2 qs sin r " 0 t " s sinp r 2 q " 0. This is a characteristic point. Notice that it is not strange that the number of characteristic points depends on the radius R, as changing the radius is not an anisotropic dilation. Therefore the surface
where Up is a neighbourhood ofp with smooth boundary, is indeed a C 1 -Euclidean surface with Cp Ă Mq " ∅, hence 1-codimensional H-regular, and not Euclidean-orientable. This completes the proof.
Comparing Orientabilities.
In this section we first recall the definition of Euclideanorientability and introduce and characterise the notion of orientability in the Heisenberg sense (H-orientability). Next we prove that, under left translations and anisotropic dilations, H-regularity is invariant for 1-codimensional surfaces and H-orientability is invariant for H-regular 1-codimensional surfaces. Lastly, we show how the two notions of orientability are related, concluding that, for regular enough surfaces, H-orientability implies Euclidean-orientability. This allows us to conclude that non-H-orientable H-regular surfaces exist, at least when n " 1.
Recall that, by Definition 2.2, S is a H-regular 1-codimensional surface in H n if:
(2.1) for all p P S there exists a neighbourhood U and f :
On the other hand, if S is C 1 -Euclidean, then (see for instance the introduction of [1] ):
(2.2) for all p P S there exists a neighbourhood U and g : U Ñ R, g P C 1 pU, Rq, so that S XU " tg " 0u and ∇g ‰ 0 on U. These two notions of regularity are obviously similar. Next we connect each of them to a definition of orientability, which we then compare.
H-Orientability in H n .
Consider a surface S Ď H n and the space of vector fields tangent to S, T S. A vector v is normal to S, v K S, if xv, wy " 0 for all w P T S. Definition 2.10. Consider a 1-codimensional C 1 -Euclidean surface S Ď H n with CpSq " ∅. The surface S is Euclidean-orientable (or orientable in the Euclidean sense) if there exists a continuous global 1-vector field
defined on S and normal to S. Such n E is called Euclidean normal vector field of S.
Equivalently, the surface S is Euclidean-orientable if there exists a continuous global 2nvector field t E on S, so that t E is tangent to S. This is the same as saying that˚t E is normal to S, where˚is the Hodge operator (see Definition 1.10). It is also straightforward that, up to a choice of sign, t E "˚n E . Definition 2.11. Consider two vectors v, w P h 1 in H n ; they are orthogonal in the Heisenberg sense, v K H w, if xv, wy H " 0, where x¨,¨y H is the scalar product that makes X j 's and Y j 's orthonormal.
Definition 2.12. Consider a 1-codimensional C 1 -Euclidean surface S Ď H n with CpSq " ∅.
Consider also a vector v P h 1 . We say that v and S are H-orthogonal (orthogonal in the Heisenberg sense), and we write v K H S, if xv, w | h 1 y H " 0, for all w P T S.
In the same way, we say that a 2n-vector field v P Ź 2n h is H-tangent (tangent to S in the Heisenberg sense) to S if˚v P h 1 and x˚v, w | h 1 y H " 0, for all w P T S. 16 . Consider a H-orientable 1-codimensional surface S Ď H 1 . Then at each point p P S there exist two continuous global linearly independent vector fields r and s tangent on S, r, s P T p S. With the previous notation, we can explicitly find such a pair by solving the following list of conditions:
(1) x r, sy H " 0, (2) x r, n H y H " 0, (3) x s, n H y H " 0, (4) | r| H " 1, (5) | s| H " 1, (6) rˆ s " n H , (7) r^ s " t H .
One can (but it is not necessary) choose r " T since n H P spantX ,Y u. Then one can take s " aX`bY , so the first two conditions are satisfied. The third condition is x s, n H y H " 0, meaning
with c arbitrary. The fourth condition is verified by our choice of r.
We have just seen that there exists a local function f so that s " cn H,2 X´cn H,1 Y becomes
s " cλY f X´cλ X fY.
Then the fifth condition, | s| H " 1, gives
So one has that
The sixth condition is rˆ s " n H , so:
Then it is necessary to take c " 1 and one has |λ ∇ H f | " 1, namely,
Finally, we verify r^ s " t H (the seventh and last condition):
r^ s " T^pλY f X´λ X fY q " λ X fY^T´λY f X^T " t H . Proof. Since τpS " tp˚p; p P Su, for all q P τpS there exists a point p P S so that q "p˚p. For such p P S, there exists a neighbourhood U p and a function f : U p Ñ R so that S XU p " t f " 0u and ∇ H f ‰ 0 on U p . Define U q :" τpU p "p˚U p , which is a neighbourhood of q "p˚p, and a functionf :" f˝τ´1 p : U q Ñ R. Then, for all q 1 P U q ,
where q 1 "p˚p 1 and p 1 P U p . Then
Furthermore, on U q , and by left invariance,
as X i p f q˝τp´1 and Y i p f q˝τp´1 are defined on U p and on U p one of the two is always non-negative by the hypothesis that ∇ H f ‰ 0 on U p . Proof. Since δ r S " tδ r ppq; p P Su, then for all q P δ r S there exists a point p P S so that q " δ r ppq. For such p P S, there exists a neighbourhood U p and a function f : U p Ñ R so that S XU p " t f " 0u and ∇ H f ‰ 0 on U p . Define U q :" δ r pU p q, which is a neighbourhood of q " δ r ppq, and a functionf :" f˝δ 1{r : U q Ñ R. Then, for all q 1 P U q , f pq 1 q " p f˝δ 1{r qpq 1 q " f pδ 1{r δ r p 1 q " f pp 1 q " 0, where q 1 "p˚p 1 and p 1 P U p . Then δ r S XU q " tf " 0u.
Furthermore, on U q , using the fact that δ 1{r is a contact map and Lemma 3.3.10 in [5] , Note that this is still a global vector field and is defined on the whole δ r S, therefore it gives an orientation to δ r S. Since we can repeat the whole proof starting from δ r S to S " δ 1{r δ r S, this proves both directions. 
The proof will follow at the end of this chapter. A question arises naturally about the extra conditions for the first implication in Proposition 2.20: what can we say about that set? Is it possible to do better? Note also that, if we could simply assume that the functions f and g, respectively of conditions (2.1) and (2.2), would be the same, then we would not need the extra condition in the first implication and we would have that Euclidean-orientability implies H-orientability (see Lemma 4.3.23 in [5] This opens the possibility to analysis of Heisenberg currents mod 2 by studying surfaces that are, in the Heisenberg sense, regular but not orientable.
Proof of implication (2.3) in Proposition 2.20. We know there exists a global vector field n E " n ÿ i"1 pn E,i B x i`n E,n`i B y i q`n E,2n`1 B t ‰ 0 that can be written locally on an open set U Ď H n as n E " µ n ÿ i"1 pB x i gB x i`B y i gB y i q`µB t gB t so that ∇g ‰ 0 and g P C 1 pU, Rq. Define # n H,i :" n E,i´1 2 y i¨nE,2n`1 , n H,n`i :" n E,n`i`1 2 x i¨nE,2n`1 , i " 1, . . ., n.
For each point p there exists a neighbourhood U where such g is defined as above; locally in such sense, we get # n H,i " µB x i g´1 2 y i µB t g " µX i g, n H,n`i " µB y i g`1 2 x i µB t g " µY i g, i " 1, . . . , n, where µ is simply a normalising factor that, from now on, we ignore. In order to verify the H-orientability, we have to show that ∇ H g ‰ 0 . Note here that C 1 pU, Rq Ĺ C 1 H pU, Rq, so g is regular enough. Consider first the case in which pB t gq p " 0. We still have that ∇ p g ‰ 0, so at least one of the derivatives pB x i gq p , pB y i gq p must be different from zero in p. But, when pB t gq p " 0, then pX i gq p " pB x i gq p and pY i gq p " pB y i gq p , so ∇ H,p g 2 " pX i gq 2 p`p Y i gq 2 p ‰ 0. Second, consider the case when pB t gq p ‰ 0. In this case:
is equivalent to the fact that there exists i P t1, . . . , nu such that y i,p ‰ 2pB x i gq p pB t gq p or x i,p ‰´2 pB y i gq p pB t gq p .
So the Heisenberg gradient of g in p is zero at the pointŝ´2 pB y 1 gq p pB t gq p , . . .,´2 pB y n gq p pB t gq p , 2pB x 1 gq p pB t gq p , . . . , 2pB x n gq p pB t gq p ,tȧ nd the first implication of the proposition is true.
Proof of implication (2.4) in Proposition 2.20. In the second case (2.4), we know that there exists a global vector n H " n ÿ i"1 n H,i X i`nH,n`i Y i ‰ 0 that can be written locally as
As before, λ is simply a normalising factor that, from now on, we ignore. Note that n H P C 1 H pU, Rq, which is the same as asking S to be C 2 H -regular. Then define $ ' & ' % n E,2n`1 :" 1 n ř n j"1`X j n H,n`j´Yj n H, j˘, n E,i :" n H,i`1 2 y i¨nE,2n`1 , n E,n`i :" n H,n`i´1 2 x i¨nE,2n`1 , i " 1, . . . , n.
